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In my letter to the membership at the beginning of the year I noted that, 

our national organization has proposed changes that will encourage non-

designated members to achieve his or her designation.  Our chapter’s ex-

isting members will be called upon to mentor and support those pursuing 

their designations. 

On September 11th, the 2013 President Elect of the Appraisal Institute, 

Richard Borges, MAI SRA will be in Kansas City and he will be presenting 

an overview of the “Candidate Program” that is rolling out to current asso-

ciate members of the Appraisal Institute effective January 1, 2013.  

I encourage all members, current associates and designated, of our local 

chapter to attend not only to meet the incoming national Appraisal Insti-

tute President, but also find out about the Candidate program. The current 

associate member’s path to designation has been altered and resignation 

into the Candidate program has begun.  Any questions that one might have 

can be answered at this presentation. Additionally, designated members 

will be critical to this “candidate” process, as they will be called upon to be 

mentors and provide guidance to the pursuing candidates. Knowing and 

understanding the role of a mentor is vital to future of the Appraisal Insti-

tute. 

Sincerely, 

 

TJ Hawks, MAI 

Applications are now being accepted for the Thavis Arnote Scholarship 

and the  Community Service award.  Check out the chapter website for 

more information.   appraisalinstitutekc.org 
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On November 8, 2012, join the Kansas City Chapter of the Appraisal Institute in support of the Lewis White Real 

Estate Center. Other co-sponsoring organizations include SIOR, CCIM, BOMA, and NAIOP, among others.  

Who needs a night out in Las Vegas, when the Kansas City Real Estate organizations are bringing you Casino Night at 

the Town Pavilion. 

The event will provide AIKC members: 

i� Major exposure to prospective members and clients 

i� A VERY FUN event (casino action, food, raffle, auction, music and more!).  

i� HUGE opportunity to network with other Kansas City real estate professionals.  

i� Supporting the Lewis White Real Estate Center, the largest MAGNET for innovation and creativity in our re-

gion.  Instead of being another boring second-tier market, let’s work together to attract the best and brightest 

educators and professionals to Kansas City! 

Join your fellow appraisers and real estate professionals for a great networking event.   

Sign up at http://www.bloch.umkc.edu/centers-institutes/lewis-white-real-estate-center/fundraiser/index.aspx  or 

use the link at the chapter website: appraisalinstitutekc.org under the chapter meetings and events tab. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Registration is now open for the Chapter Installation Dinner.  This ever popular event is scheduled for December 4, 

2012 at Lydia’s.  Additional details and registration will soon be available on the chapter website, appraisalinsti-

tutekc.org 

CHAPTER EVENTS 
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THE LDAC EXPERIENCE 

 
Thanks to the support of the local chapter, I was afforded the opportunity to attend the Leadership Development 

Advisory Council (LDAC) in late May this year. LDAC provided a variety of new experiences—each of which was 

founded on the principle of enabling and empowering the appraiser to have a voice in the profession. The voice in 

the profession resonates not only with the national organization of the Appraisal Institute, but also with the political 

components that direct the legal basis for our profession. 

The first day consisted of introductions and speeches from each of the national officers, each of whom spoke on 

various matters of importance regarding the appraisal industry and the ongoing success of the Appraisal Institute. 

As the financial and economic landscape has changed dramatically in the last two decades, national and world or-

ganizations have had to remain fluid and dynamic in order to address the evident weaknesses in the lending plat-

forms. A direct—and sometimes harsh—result of those changes directly affect the valuation industry and its gov-

ernmental oversight. The Appraisal Institute must learn to accommodate and adapt to the changes. But moreover, 

the Institute has chosen to take as a very progressive and influential force in the modeling of the laws and oversight 

of the industry. Each of the officers’ speeches was quite informative with respect to how AI is addressing the chang-

es, as well as what steps are being taken to protect the integrity of the valuation profession. 

The mornings of the second and third days served as an opportunity to address some of the critical elements in 

molding the policies and procedures of the national organization of AI. Four different sessions were chaired by vet-

eran LDAC volunteers that provided interactive discussion venues on hot topics of the AI. At the close of the 

LDAC conference, each of the four chairs provided a synopsis of the hot topics, along with the brainstorming and 

ideas presented by the attending appraisers. 

On the afternoon of the second day, the aggregate voice of 100 appraisers from across the country—and some 

from Mexico and Puerto Rico—flocked to Capitol Hill to lobby various senators and representatives. The ex-

pressed intent was to effect change in specific laws that are presently on the table and in the discussion phase of the 

law-making procedure. The rookie contingent (like myself) was grouped with others that were more familiar with 

the process. At first, the intimidation of the governmental institutions was rather overwhelming. However, once 

we were engaged in conversations about familiar topics regarding lending and valuation, the intimidation factor 

evaporated, and comfortable conversations ensued.  

I was originally set up to meet with an aide to Kevin Yoder, a representative of Kansas in which I am a constituent. 

However, due to schedule conflicts, we weren’t able to meet until after Friday after the LDAC conference. Never-

theless, on Friday morning, I sat with Congressman Yoder’s aide, Austin Jordan, for well over an hour and dis-

cussed lending and valuation issues—the depth of which is rarely exposed to persons outside the industry. The 

meeting was quite fulfilling for the both of us. 

An integral part of the LDAC conference is the opportunity to meet and become acquainted with some of the 

sharpest talent in the industry. Although the intended goals of the conference are achieved at various levels, the 

experience of the conference and acquaintance of opinion leaders was one of the most fulfilling aspects of the con-

ference for me. For those interested in making a difference and having a voice, the LDAC conference does not dis-

appoint. 

Michael R. Septer, MAI 
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CHICAGO (June 7, 2012) – Characteristics of purchasers, not location, are most important in selecting comparable 

sales, according to an article published this week in The Appraisal Journal.  

The Appraisal Journal is the quarterly technical and academic publication of the Appraisal Institute, the nation’s larg-

est professional association of real estate appraisers. The materials presented in the publication represent the opinions 

and views of the authors and not necessarily those of the Appraisal Institute. 

“Market Delineation,” by David A. Braun, MAI, SRA, looks at how to ensure the best comparable sales in a real estate 

appraisal. Appraisers typically analyze sale prices of comparable properties when they value a property.  

Braun writes that the first step in selecting appropriate comparable sales is to identify the market of the property that 

is being appraised. “Market delineation is the primary analysis that leads to the identification of the appropriate com-

parables, so its importance cannot be overstated,” his article says.  

Braun emphasizes that appraisers should look beyond mere proximity when selecting comparable properties. It is im-

portant to think of who will be purchasing and what properties they desire based on property characteristics, he 

writes, noting that neighborhood boundaries are a lesser consideration. 

The article offers tests for determining if properties are in the same market: (1) Do the same potential purchasers 

tend to shop these properties? (2) Do the purchasers pay similar amounts for the properties’ features, e.g., similar 

dollar amounts per square foot? The author presents a mathematical model to confirm whether a property is in the 

same market and therefore an appropriate comparable to use in the appraisal. 

The author cautions that markets are not necessarily contiguous. He shows how automated valuation models, which 

focus on location, may incorrectly choose comparable properties that are in close proximity, but not in the same mar-

ket. This can occur, for example, when there are adjoining subdivisions or streets that attract different types of buy-

ers.  The author stresses, “The important concept is that markets are about people.” 

Read Market Delineation in the Spring 2012 issue of The Appraisal Journal.  

Also in The Appraisal Journal’s Spring 2012 issue: 

“Price, Value, and Comparable Distinctions in Distressed Markets,” by William G. Steinke, SRA, examines how reli-

ance on distressed sales as comparables in non-distressed property appraisals, without appropriate analysis, produces 

low appraisals. 

“Feasibility Study for Indoor Waterpark Resorts and Outdoor Waterparks,” by David J. Sangree, MAI, offers guid-

ance on how appraisers can analyze a market to determine if a proposed waterpark is economically feasible. 

“Daily Pricing: An Appraiser’s Dream” by D. Richard Wincott, MAI, looks at the valuation requirements for institu-

tional-grade real estate in pension funds and the need for current real estate valuations in funds that are traded daily. 

Buyers, not Location, Key to Choosing Comparable Sales:  
The Appraisal  Journal 
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CHICAGO (Aug. 7, 2012) – M. Lance Coyle, MAI, SRA, of Dallas was elected 2013 vice president 

of the nation’s largest professional association of real estate appraisers on Aug. 4 in Coronado, Calif. 

Coyle’s one-year term at the Appraisal Institute will begin Jan. 1, followed by one year each as presi-

dent-elect, president and immediate past president.  

“I am honored and humbled beyond words, and I welcome the opportunity to be of service to the Ap-

praisal Institute, its members and the valuation profession,” Coyle said. 

Coyle is principal of Coyle Realty Advisors, a Dallas-based real estate services firm engaged in fee-

based investment property valuation, analysis, research, expert witness testimony and counseling. He 

has been engaged in valuation and counseling of investment real estate since 1985. He currently con-

centrates on providing support in real estate litigation cases, and has been a guest lecturer and author 

for several eminent domain conferences. 

Coyle served as president of the North Texas Chapter of the Appraisal Institute (2000) and was a 

member of the Region VIII Committee for multiple years. He was a member of the national Board of 

Directors (2003-05) and served as chair of Region VIII (2005). He teaches AI qualifying and advanced 

education courses, and is certified by the Appraiser Qualifications Board of The Appraisal Foundation 

to teach the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice.  

Coyle served as chair of the Appraisal Institute’s Education Committee (2009-10) and until his elec-

tion as vice president was chair of AI’s Strategic Planning Committee. He was a reviewer of two Ap-

praisal Institute books – Market Analysis for Real Estate and Real Estate Damages — and was part of 

the development team for the Advanced Concepts course. He received the Appraisal Institute’s re-

gional “Volunteer of Distinction” monthly award in 2010. 

Coyle is a 1974 graduate of Texas Christian University in Fort Worth. He has held the MAI designa-

tion from the Appraisal Institute since 1990 and is a member of the CCIM Institute, holding that or-

ganization’s CCIM designation since 1997. Coyle is a Texas certified general real estate appraiser and 

has a Texas real estate broker's license. 

Dallas’ Lance Coyle Elected 2013 Vice President  
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Appraisal Institute Presents Six National Awards  

 

CHICAGO (Aug. 6, 2012) – Two members received the Lifetime Achievement Award and four others received the 

President’s Award during the Appraisal Institute Annual Meeting Friday in Coronado, Calif. 

Jay M. Massey, MAI, SRA, of Dallas and F. Gregory Opelka, MAI, SREA, SRPA, SRA, of Glenview, Ill., received 

the Lifetime Achievement Award. The Appraisal Institute is the nation’s largest professional association of real estate 

appraisers with nearly 23,000 members in almost 60 countries. President’s Award recipients were Jim Amorin, MAI, 

SRA, of Austin, Texas; Leslie P. Sellers, MAI, SRA, of Clinton, Tenn.; John P. Wintrol, Esq. of Washington, D.C., 

and the Appraisal Institute staff. 

The Lifetime Achievement Award is presented to an Appraisal Institute member who demonstrates high ethical stand-

ards; has volunteered several years of service and has contributed to the Appraisal Institute on the international, na-

tional, regional and/or chapter level; has served his or her community; and has contributed to the appraisal profession 

for at least 20 years.  

Massey has been involved in the valuation profession for more than two decades, including teaching courses and semi-

nars for the Appraisal Institute. He has served on the Board of Directors and Commercial Property Network Commit-

tee of the North Texas Commercial Association of Realtors; as a CCIM member of the Commercial Investment Real 

Estate Institute, as a CRE member of the Counselors of Real Estate; and as a member of the Society of Texas A&M 

Real Estate Professionals. He is a military veteran who served in the Special Forces during the Vietnam War, and in 

recent years has returned to Vietnam as an Appraisal Institute instructor. In his community, he has been a member of 

the Veterans of Foreign Wars for many years. 

Known for his efforts in creating appraisal report standards, Opelka has served the valuation profession for more than 

half a century.  He was executive vice president, director and chief appraiser of Fairfield Savings Bank from 1954 to 

2002, and he served as the 1980 international president of the Society of Real Estate Appraisers. He was an appraisal 

consultant for the U.S. Savings and Loan League from 1960 to 1993, and he authored more than 380 consecutive 

monthly articles for the Savings and Loan News. The F. Gregory Opelka Award was created by the Chicago Chapter 

of the Appraisal Institute in his honor. He has served as a mentor to thousands of valuation professionals, including his 

sons: George Opelka and the late Chris Opelka.  

The President’s Award is presented to an Appraisal Institute member who is committed to the organization; currently 

engaged in its activities; an effective spokesperson; a representative at all times; and in touch with both the needs of 

other members and the changes that the organization must help its members to meet. 

Amorin was president of the Appraisal Institute in 2009, and a developer and instructor of its Capstone program, 

helping to designate nearly 300 members in 2011. Sellers was president of the Appraisal Institute in 2010, has been a 

member of the organization for more than three decades and dedicated countless hours to updating its “Fundamentals 

of Separating Real and Intangible Property” course. Wintrol served the Appraisal Institute and one of its predecessors 

as legal counsel for more than 30 years, guiding the organization and its leaders through the major events and chal-

lenges in its history. The Appraisal Institute’s staff was recognized for its efforts to serve the organization’s members. 
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Appraisal Institute Helps Appraisers Analyze Real Estate Market Trends  
CHICAGO (June 14, 2012) – The nation’s largest professional association of real estate appraisers published guidance 

June 4 to help appraisers analyze market trends. The Appraisal Institute’s “Guide Note 12: Analyzing Market Trends” 

addresses to what extent appraisers are responsible for recognizing changes in market conditions, and what steps ap-

praisers must take to ensure due diligence is done regarding the analysis of market trends.  

The Guide Note states, “Analyzing current and anticipated market conditions is more complicated – and more critical 

– when a market is rapidly changing, either upward or downward.”  

Adequate market analysis must be completed before highest and best use analysis, and the determination of highest 

and best use is critical to an appraisal assignment when market value is the objective, according to the Guide Note. 

The Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice include rules that address the steps appraisers must take to 

ensure due diligence is done regarding the analysis of market trends. Standards Rule 1-3 states: when necessary for 

credible assignment results in developing a market value opinion, an appraiser must: 

(a) identify and analyze the effect on use and value of existing land use regulations, reasonably probable modifications 

of such land use regulations, economic supply and demand, the physical adaptability of the real estate and market area 

trends; and 

(b) develop an opinion of the highest and best use of the real estate. 

USPAP Standards Rule 1-6 requires the appraiser to: 

reconcile the quality and quantity of data available and analyzed within the approaches used; and 

(b) reconcile the applicability of the approaches, methods and techniques used to arrive at the value conclusion(s). 

According to the Guide Note, “Reconciliation is an important step in the valuation process, especially when market 

conditions are such that good quality, current data is lacking.” 

Signs of a changing market are symptoms, as opposed to causes, according to the Guide Note. An appraiser observes 

the symptoms, but must understand the underlying cause or causes in order to properly analyze market trends. For 

appraisers and market participants, a “bust” market is usually relatively obvious. However, it can be difficult to spot a 

“bubble” market when in the midst of one. Further, it can be difficult to tell when a bust market has started to turn 

and improve, or when a bubble market has begun to decline. 

The Guide Note states that while appraisers generally analyze historic data such as comparable sales in the valuation 

process, it is important to recognize that the value of a property is dependent on the future benefits that a property 

will bring to its owner. Market values are therefore forward-looking.  

Competent appraisers, such as Designated members of the Appraisal Institute, continuously interact with buyers, 

sellers and agents of transaction activity. Such interaction allows appraisers to ascertain, analyze and understand the 

motivations of market participants.  

However, appraisers are not expected to be prognosticators. Unforeseen events can completely eradicate conclusions 

that have been based in trend analysis or fundamental market analysis.  



EDUCATION UPDATE 
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The Education Committee this year consisted of Ken Jaggers, MAI, John Daly, MAI, and Jason Roos, MAI.  Thus far in 

2012, we have had successful offerings of USPAP, Appraising the Appraisal: Appraisal Review General,  General Appraiser 

Income Approach—Part 1, and Fundamentals of Separating Real Property, Personal Property, and Intangible Business As-

sets.  These courses were all well attended.  Thank you to the members that made these a success! 

Upcoming courses for the remainder of 2012 include: 

i� Basic Appraisal Principles—September 10—13 

i� Basic Appraisal Procedures—October 8—11 

i� Analyzing Tenant Credit Risk and Commercial Lease Analysis—September 28 

i� General Appraiser Income Approach—Part 2—October 1—4 

i� Marketability Studies: Six-Step Process & Basic Applications—November 9 

(Good course for those working toward designation to build a foundation for this step of the Demonstration Report) 

The education offerings for the rest of the year are all available for registration on the Appraisal Institute website.   

The Education Committee has also discussed the 2013 education schedule and have preliminary interest in the following 

General licensing classes for 2013: 

i� General Appraiser Report Writing and Case Studies 

i� General Appraiser Market Analysis and Highest and Best Use 

i� General Appraiser Site Valuation and Cost Approach 

In addition, offering the three courses necessary for the Litigation Professional Development Program has been discussed 

and the chapter will attempt to offer the three courses that are needed for receiving that certification over the next two 

years.  These include: 

i� The Appraiser as an Expert Witness: Preparation and Testimony 

i� Litigation Appraising: Specialized Topics and Applications 

i� Condemnation Appraising: Principles and Applications 

If there are any courses or seminars that are of interest to any of the members of the chapter, please let a member of the 

education committee know and we will check on their availability. 

Consider signing up for education now. The chapter depends on your support.  
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Our thanks to Erin Reese for planning our 2012 meetings 
and events. The chapter is planning to host several lunch-

eons, educational events in 2012. 

   

   

CONGRATULATIONS CONGRATULATIONS CONGRATULATIONS    

Congratulations to our newest designees! 

i� Rebecca S. Arthur, MAI 

i� Daniel Kann, MAI 

i� Michael R. Septer, MAI 

i� Megan Warner, MAI 

H AVE YOU SEEN OUR 
WEBSITE LATELY?  

WWW. APPRAISALINSTITUTEKC. ORG 

 

Are you considering an Appraisal Institute membership? 

Membership really does make a difference. The following is just  a sampling of the benefits you’ll receive. Visit the chapter web-

site (“Become a Member” along the left-hand side of the screen) to learn more. 

DESIGNATIONS MAKE A DIFFERENCE! 

Make no mistake: An Appraisal Institute designation is a hard earned distinction achieved by only the most dedicated real estate 

appraisers. As a result, Appraisal Institute designations are highly respected by those seeking professional opinions of value - indi-

vidual property owners, investors, government agencies, corporations, lenders, and the courts among others. Appraisal Institute 

designations differentiate the true professional from the average appraiser. Knowing that an Appraisal Institute designation iden-

tifies you as one of the best in the profession is important, but every once in a while it's nice to know "What’s in it for me?" 

There are many programs and benefits that are a part of Appraisal Institute membership. 

THE FINEST IN APPRAISAL EDUCATION! 

Almost 50,000 participants annually can attest to the fact that the Appraisal Institute provides professional training that no other 

organization can match. A variety of educational courses, seminars, and workshops allow you to meet continuing professional 

education requirements while staying on top of the latest in appraisal theory and technique. Members receive tuition discounts 

(reimbursements) on courses and seminars . 

UNEQUALED PROFESSIONAL PERIODICALS! 

Appraiser News Online and Valuation Insights & Perspectives keeps you up-to-date with issues and events affecting the appraisal 

industry as well as activity within the Appraisal Institute. The Appraisal Journal serves as a forum for the exchange of ideas, 

providing in-depth exploration of appraisal issues and valuation techniques. 

APPRAISAL INSTITUTE MEMBERSHIP—IT’S WORTH IT! 


